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Abstract 

We define the Blaschke-like map on elliptic domains using conformal deformation and study the geo
metric properties of the maps. In particular, we give an extension of Chapple's theorem and show each 
Poncelet's triangle for two nested ellipses is constructed from a Blaschke-like map. 

1 Introduction 

The distanced between the circumcenter and incenter of a triangle is given by d2 = R(R - 2r), where 
Rand r are the circumradius and inradius, respectively. In particular, if the circumscribed circle is the 
unit circle, then the distance is given by 

d2 = 1- 2r. 

This formula is known as Chapple's formula and is independently given by Chapple [Cha46] and Euler 
(1765). So this formula is also called the Chapple-Euler formula. 

This Chapple's formula gives no information about the location of the triangle. But the following 
Poncelet's theorem [Pon66] guarantees that any point on the outer circle can be a vertex of an inscribed 
triangle. The following Poncelet's theorem holds for two nested conics, but in this paper, we discuss only 
the elliptic case. 

Theorem 1 (Poncelet [Pon66]) 
Let E 2 is a conic (ellipse), and E 1 is another conic (ellipse) that contains E2 in its interior. If there exists 
an n-sided polygon inscribed in E 1 and simultaneously circumscribed about E 2 , then for any point P0 of 
E 1, there exists an n-sided polygon with P0 as a vertex, inscribed in E 1 and circumscribed about E 2. 

The n-sided polygon that satisfies the above conditions is called Poncelet n-polygon with respect to 
E1 and E2, and E2 is called an n-inscribed ellipse in E1. The above two theorems are the subject of 
algebraic geometry, but here we approach this problem analytically. 

A Blaschke product of degree d is a rational function defined by 

d 

B(z) = ei0 IT z - ak 
k=l 1 - akZ 

(ak E Ill), 0 E JR). 

In the case that 0 = 0 and B(O) = 0, B is called canonical. 

For a Blaschke product of degree d, set 

and 
z - (-l)da1 · · · adei0 

h(z) = --~===-· 
1 - (-l)da1 · · · adei8z 

Then, the composition hoBofi is a canonical one, and geometric properties with respect to the preimages 
of B and h o B o Ji are the same. 
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Remark that there are d distinct preimages z1, · · · , Zd of A E 8IIll by B because the derivative of B 
has no zeros on 8IIll. 

Let z1, · · · , Zd be the d distinct preimages of A E 8IIll by B, and £>. the set of lines joining Zj and Zk 

(j c/ k). Here, we consider the family of lines {R>.hE][), and the envelope IB of the family. We call the 
envelope IB the interior curve associated with B. 

The interior curve associated with a Blaschke product of degree 3 forms an ellipse and corresponds 
to the inner ellipse of Poncelet's theorem (see Fig. 1). See also [Fuj13] for the case of degree 4. 

Theorem 2 (Daepp, Gorkin, and Mortini [DGM02]) 
Let B be a canonical Blaschke product of degree 3 with zeros a and b. For A E 8IIll, let z1, z2, and Z3 

denote the points mapped to >- under B. Then the lines joining Zj and Zk for j c/ k are tangent to the 
ellipse E with equation 

lz - al+ lz - bl= 11 - abl. 

Figure 1: The figure indicates the case of a= 0.5 and b = 0.3i. The interior curve given by E in Theorem 
2 corresponds to "the inner ellipse" in Poncelet's Theorem. 

The following result guarantees that any 3-inscribed ellipse in 8IIll can be constructed from a Blaschke 
product of degree 3. 

Theorem 3 (Frantz [Fra04]) 
For the case of a triangle, the ellipse E is a Poncelet's inner ellipse if and only if E is the interior curve 
for some Blaschke product of degree three. 

The two theorems above allow the result of Chapple's formula to extend the inner circle to the inner 
ellipse. If we could extend the outer circle to an ellipse in the above theorems, would we obtain a result 
more similar to Poncelet's theorem? In the next section, we will consider such problems. 

2 Blaschke-like maps 

Let 'Pt be a Joukowski transformation of the form 

z = 'Pt ( w) = ~ (t2w + 2..) 
l+t w 

(0 < t < 1). 

Note that fort= 0, <po maps the unit disk II]) to ic \ IIll, and fort= 1, <p 1 maps II]) to ic \ {[-1, 1]}. 
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Let Et be the elliptic disk 

Et = { I z - 1 !t t 2 I + I z + 1 !t t 2 I < 2}. 

Then, 'Pt conformally maps lilJ onto ic \ Et and continuously maps illl to ic \ Et (see Fig. 2). 

Figure 2: The map 'Pt conformally maps lilJ onto ic \ Et. 

For any eccentricity e (0 < e < 1), the unit disk can be mapped to an ellipse of eccentricity e by 'Pt 
with a suitable value oft. 

For a canonical Blaschke product B, let B<p, = 'Pt o Bo 'Pt1 . 

lilJ--B-➔ lilJ 

'P• l l <p, 

As the equality 'Pt ( t2
1w) = 'Pt ( w) holds, 'Pt conformally maps { ~ < I w I <::: oo} onto ic \ Et. Since 

'Pt : lilJ--+ ic \ Et (onto, conformal), we can choose a unique branch w of 'Pt 1 (z) with lwl < 1 for each 
z E ic \ Et. Then, B<p, maps the exterior of the elliptic disk ic \ Et onto itself. 

We call B'P, a Blaschke-like map associated with B and 'Pt· 

For a Blaschke-like map associated with a canonical Blaschke product of degree 3, we have the following 
results (see also Fig.3, and see [FG22] for the proof). 

Theorem 4 
Let B<p, be a Blaschke-like map associated with a Blaschke product B of degree 3 and 'Pt· Then, the 
interior curve with respect to B<p, is an ellipse. 

In fact, the interior curve is given by 

where 

V z2 + Pzz + Uz2 + V z + Vz + Q = o, 

U = (a - b) 2t4 + 2(2labl 2 - la+ bl 2 + 2)t2 + (a - Ii)2, 

P = -2((2labl 2 - la+ bl 2 + 2)(t4 + 1) + ((a - b) 2 + (a - b) 2)t2), 

V = -2(1 - t2 ) ( ((labl 2 + l)(a + b) - (a2 + b2 )(a + b))t2 

+(a+ b)(a2 + b2 ) - (labl 2 + l)(a +Ii)), 

Q = (1- t2 ) 2 ((labl 2 - la+ bl 2 - 1)2 - 41a + bl2). 
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Figure 3: Each envelope indicates the interior curve of a Blaschke-like map associated with the canonical 
Blaschke product B and <.p1; 2 , The zeros of B are 0, ½, -½ + ½i (the left figure), and 0, ½, ½ - ½i (the 
right figure), respectively. 

Moreover, we can check that the above equation gives a non-degenerate ellipse. 

Proposition 5 
For each ellipse Et (0 < t < 1), C2 is the 3-inscribed ellipses in Et if and only ifC2 is the interior curve 
with respect to a Blaschke-like map B'P, for some Blaschke product B of degree 3. 

The above results allow the result of Chapple's formula to extend the outer circle to the outer ellipse. 

3 Another type of Blaschke-like map 

In section 2, we could extend Chapple's formula by constructing a Blaschke-like map on an elliptic domain 
using Joukowski transformation. Since there are other conformal maps from the unit disk onto a elliptic 
domain, the following question arises naturally. Does the conformal transformation that maps a disk 
onto an elliptic domain always induce an elliptic interior curve? The answer to this question is no. 

Here, we consider a conformal map that maps the unit disk to an elliptic disk (see, for example, Nehari 
[Neh75], Schwarz [Sch69] for details). 

Let 

K(k)- [1 dw 
- Jo J(l - w2)(1 - k2w2)' 

and K'(k) = {¼ dw 
Ji J(w2 - 1)(1 - k2w2) · 

For 0 < p < 1, we consider the following transformations 

w-1 
u(w) = u = w+ 1 , v(u) = v = c·sn-1 (u,k), 

() ~ +P V 
XV =X= --e, 

1-p 
✓1 - p2 ( 1) and z(x) = z = --2-- x+;;; , 

{f+p K(k) {f+p 
where k and care chosen such that log V i"=p = 7r K'(k), log V i"=p = cK(k). Then, u, v, x, and z 

are conformal maps of Dw to Du, Du to Dv, Dv to Dx, and Dx to Dz, respectively. 
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Let Ep be the elliptic disk 

Setting the composition 'Yp as 
z = "fp(w) = z ox o v o u(w), 

"fp is a conformal map that maps the upper half the unit disk to the upper half of the elliptic disk Ep. 
Using the Schwarz reflection principle, there exists a conformal map l'P from lill onto Ep (see Fig. 4). Note 
that for p = 1, 11 maps the unit circle to itself. 

Then, the map B'r; = ir, o Bo fp- 1 is a Blaschke-like map on the elliptic disk Ep. 

IP 
-----+ 

-1.0 

Figure 4: By using the Schwarz reflection principle, we can construct a conformal map that maps the 
unit disk lill onto an elliptic disk Ep. 

3.1 computer experiments 
z-a z-b 

Let B(z) = z-------. Here, we consider the Blaschke-like map associated with Band 1'· 
1- az 1- bz 

Figure 5: The envelope indicates the interior curve of B:'i with a = 0, b = -0.9, k = 160 , c ~ 0.524. 
Clearly, the envelope is not an ellipse. 
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Fig. 5 indicates the family of lines connecting the inverse images of points on the ellipse 8£p with 
p ~ 0.677, using Mathematica. The envelope gives the interior curve with respect to B'y, and we can see 
that it is not an ellipse. 

Figure 6: Each envelope indicates the interior curve of B'i with a = ½i, b = ½, k = 160 , c ~ 0.524 (the 
left figure) and B'i with a= -½i, b = -½, k = 160 , c ~ 0.524 (the right figure), respectively. It is clear 
to see that neither of them is conic. 

The zero points of the Blaschke products corresponding to the two figures in Fig. 6 are symmetric 
with respect to the origin. But we can see that this symmetry is not inherited by the interior curves. 
This property of B'i is different from the fact that symmetry is inherited in Bcp,. 
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